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Introduction


MSA defines bycatch as fish not retained, including regulatory discards,
irrespective of species.



This presentation addresses bycatch of halibut
in the halibut sport fishery – discards, or “wastage.”



Both regulatory and voluntary discards.



Objective of these two projects is to reduce to a minimum the mortality
of these discards.

Background


Alaska has 1,000 halibut charter boats



Regulations limit retention (1 fish <29” in 3A, <44” - >76” in 2C) of halibut
caught on charter boats, resulting in regulatory discards.



Anglers release fish for other reasons (voluntary discards).



Av. 312,429 sport caught halibut released per year (1995-2012),
over 43% of total sport catch, Areas 2C and 3A



ADFG assumes 5-6% mortality.



Under CSP, fish retained or presumed dead are counted as removals,
counted against guided (charter industry) overall allocations.

Two Projects
Usual approach to bycatch: Prevent catch of non-target fish while harvesting
desired fish,
Two projects currently underway are different: they strive to increase survival
of non-target catch (regulatory or voluntary discards).
Target both charter boats and unguided anglers.

AMCC/ASG project Every Halibut Counts – promotes best practices for
handling and release.
ACA – Halibut Angler Release Mortality Reduction Project – HARM –
developing technology for measuring halibut size while in the water.

Every Halibut Counts
In 2012 charter operators approached AMCC.
 AMCC obtained NFWF Grant.




Engaged UAF Alaska Sea Grant.



Formed steering committee with six charter captains, IPHC, ADFG.

Methods:
Develop Best Practices.


Design multi-approach outreach program – brochure, placard, video,
website, port meetings, press releases, speaking and interviews.
Draft an evaluation plan.

EHC Best Practices


Minimize handling of fish. Unhook in the water if possible.



Big fish, too lively or gut hooked fish – cut the leader



If brought into the boat, cradle fish, protect from injury.



Don’t lift unsupported by tail, gill cover.



Remove circle hook by rolling out by hand or with curved end
of gaff or crook of specially-made unhooking device.



Slip fish head first back into water, don’t throw it.

EHC – More on Maximizing Survival


Use circle hooks, preferably barbless or crimp barbs.



Reel in fish quickly to prevent exhaustion.



Designate place on deck, free of sharp edges, for handling fish.



Avoid the “chicken patch”, go for larger fish, catch only what you
want to take home.

Halibut Angler Release Mortality
(HARM) Reduction


Determine size (fork length) while the fish is beside the boat so angler
can decide whether to keep or release it without handling trauma of
bringing it into the boat.



Develop iPhone application based on morphometric relationship of
halibut length to face features.

Funded by NOAA Bycatch Reduction Engineering Program
Project Leader is Richard Yamada, Juneau, ACA member.

HARM Phase 1


Select identifiable halibut head features.



Test photo reference markers for use to digitally
determine distances between head features.



Compare digital measurements with physical
measurements to determine confidence level.



Develop protocol for gathering data on halibut heads.

Phase 2 – Data Collection for iPod Use


Develop an iPod application for field data collection.



Design an iPod jig to fix position of camera relative to head of fish.



Begin data collection



Correlate head features data to fork length to determine relationship.

HARM Phase 3


Develop a smartphone application to estimate length
and weight of halibut from a digital photo of its head.



Field test an iPod application on halibut heads.



Write report on findings.



Disseminate information
to stakeholders.

Discussion
Pre-project EHC surveys in spring 2014 found:


About one-fifth of private anglers and one-third of charter crews have
observed behaviors that could be lethal to released halibut.



Almost none have encountered gentle release information previously.



Most anglers and charter crewmembers surveyed were receptive to the
message and support project goals.

However:
Outside the survey, some charter operators say the effort is misdirected, may
lead to additional regulation, should target commercial fishermen.

Project Evaluation
 Currently

no calculation of sport halibut release mortality,
no methodology for doing one.

 So

- Impossible to measure decreases in mortalities,
or to measure effectiveness of these projects.

 Thus

- Results won’t directly affect the allocations or catch
limits.

 EHC

evaluation will measure success at reaching
stakeholders, raising awareness and knowledge.



So, why do it?

Supporters say it is worthwhile to “do the right thing,”
to position themselves individually and as an
industry as conservationists and responsible users
and stewards of the resource.

Questions?
Richard Yamada Richard@alaskaharmreduction.com
Terry Johnson
terry.johnson@Alaska.edu
Kelly Harrell
Kelly@akmarine.org

